
User Journey Map

FL Social Worker

GOALS

• Find accurate and relevant resources for 
their clients

•Help clients become self-sufficient when 
handling resources

• Easily communicate client needs to resource 
facilitators

Tentative action item 


 Sequential action item

Positive emotion 
associated quote

Negative emotion 
associated quote 

Key

Journey phases

Actions

Touchpoints

QUOTES

1. Intake 

Take in clients from either referrals or their direct 
outreach

1. Answer incoming phone calls 
directly from clients, schools, or 
referral sources

2. Prioritize cases based on current 
caseload and staffing

3. Assess the eligibility of the client 
and identify their needs and urgency 
of care

Bring in a translator if need assistance 
with a language barrier


Home visits

Identify clients via annual survey* 
*Specific to a school social worker

2. Locate Resources

Research where the client might find the resources 
they need

1. Use resources from memory

2. Search for additional resources on 
websites or through personal 
connections and/or 211

3. Directly contact vendors and 
service centers to see if they have the 
right needs for the client

4. Make sure resources matches the 
needs/eligibility of the client

5. Log resources

3. Connect Client to Resource

The client uses the resource or the social worker 
supports the use of the resource by the client

Drop off the resources to the client in-
person

Text clients via work phone about 
resources they can use

Sitting down with clients and teaching 
them how to access resources 
themselves

After client appointments give a 
printout of resources to the client

4. Case Wrap-Up

Ensure client is receiving help, and support clients 
who need more resources

Follow-up to see if the client was able 
to access resource

Receive a call from a client asking for 
another resource

 Car (transportation method 
to meet client on home visit

 Work cell-phon
 Office extension/hotline 

numbe
 Computer

 Online resources (Google, 
Facebook, FindHelp

 21
 Word of mouth (friends, 

family, coworkers, people in 
the community

 Compute
 Phon
 Ca
 Face-to-face communucation

 Car (transport materials, like 
clothing and food to clients

 Phone (call and text resource 
information

 21
 Print-out materials 

(information about resource 
providers, like contact info)

 Phon
 Online resource
 Word of mout
 Computer

“We want to make sure we only take cases that we 
know we can handle responsibly" 

“I don't think we have we don't really have a central 
repository of that information, so..…it also goes into the 

team's memory if that's a thing”

"We have a coalition for housing that supposedly is 
helping go out money for rental assistance for those who 
are affected by COVID and so it's there, there's a resource 

to refer to you, but they've not been very helpful."

"I was born and raised 
in this area so i'm 

pretty familiar with 
the area and the 

resources."

“I also reach out to people in my network to find 
resources - people that I’m connected with is the 

best way - more formal way there are barriers - 
better with the people I trust.”

"We would identify [students in need] through a 
survey at the beginning of the school year or as 

they join and they enrolled in school to see kind of 
what their needs were.”

"So a lot of it was through Google voice which was 
nice because of the parents we work with, a lot of 
those parents prefer texting then calling. And so 
you know when it was able to do a lot of texting 

that way to provide needs."

"We like to discuss 
how they met their 

goals, and what their 
plans for the future 

are."

"Then [the client] 
could reach back out 

to us if they saved 
our number or 

contact information 
to ask for help."

“But they assigned her (the client) to somebody 
that didn't speak her language so.., thankfully, we 

were there with her so they helped her with 
translation"

“I have just tried to Google 
like food banks or food 

pantries near me or a page 
or is in this zip code, a lot of 

times there's not really a 
whole lot that pops up”

“I would look something up.......and I keep calling and see if 
I can get anyone to answer the phone - it is hard to keep 

up with the resources because they are ever so 
changing”

CHALLenGES
Being too understaffed to help as 
many people as they wish

Lack of resources available in the 
area (e.g. homeless shelter, 
affordable housing)

Resource information is ever-
changing

Hard to narrow down information 
when searching online

There is not a formal way to store 
resources

The quality of resources is 
questionable

The resource providers/vendors 
do not always answer the phone

Client does not answer their 
phone, since they don’t recognize 
the area code

Language barriers

Vendors/resource providers do 
not always follow through with 
clients

Potential worry for well-being of 
client

OPPORTUNTIES 
FOR FCI Ability to save resources within 

folders for specific clients

Listing accomodations on the 
FCRM for the Spanish-speaking 
clients

Filtering based on counties

Frequent updates to content, 
such as phone number and 
address

Allow FL social workers to flag 
inaccurate and out-of-date 
information

Allow the map to be open-source, 
let social workers add resources 
to the map and star resources 
they find helpful

Ability to share resources from 
the FRM via text message

Ability to change language on 
FCRM from English to Spanish 
and vice versa

Ability to save resources into lists 
or favorites based on their 
success with it during the case


